Hush Acoustic panel, black
and white combination.
Measurements of the wall
11 070 x 2700 mm.

TK-Team brings
high-quality
environmentally friendly
acoustic solutions to the
Helsinki Urban Environment Industry Hub
TK-Team manufactures performance wall furniture for professional use. The company's special
expertise is project implementations, where reliability, quality and ability meet responsibility.
Combining tailored acoustic panels and writing boards for the Helsinki Urban Environment
Industry Hub embody these core values of TK-Team.
Demanding performance targets had been set for the
interior materials of the Helsinki Urban Environment
Industry Hub. 700 fabric-upholstered Hush Acoustic
Panels and 40 writing surfaces were produced for the
project. The requirement was for class A sound
insulation and M1 classified building materials, (which
denotes low emissions). It was possible for TK-Team to
meet the challenge, as customized acoustic panels are
the company's forte.
“Our acoustic panels are prominently displayed in the
Helsinki Environment Centre. They diminish echoes
and also act as interior design elements. We received
the specific sizes, shapes and colours, and set out to
fulfil those needs. Our special expertise is reflected in
project implementations such as this,“ says Kari
Harila, CEO of TK-Team.
Quality and flexibility with extensive experience
TK-Team is an experienced expert in this field. The
company has been a pioneer in whiteboards, notice
boards and other visual presentation solutions since
1972. Experience, knowledge and the quality of
materials are assets that can be seen in our own
production plant, project management and
professional installation services.
The building of the Helsinki Urban Environment
Industry Hub proved to be both a typical and a new
type of project for the company.

“The Volumes for acoustic panels were higher than a normal
project, and the challenge was compounded by the fact that
each panel was produced as a custom-made item.
It is precisely this ability that means we stand out from other
players in the industry,“ says Harila.
TK-Team meets the exact requirements of customers
demanding flexibility. Competence and understanding are
also required during the construction phase, because if there
are any last-minute changes, it is essential to remain flexible.
“We implement projects holistically from start to finish. The
work includes a room-specific requirement, a site visit, the
provision of a sample room, as well as the installation and
handover. We deliver on a turnkey basis. When a customer
chooses us, they get a project implemented in a reliable and
controlled way,“ says Harila.
Discussion feeds design
TK-Team has been involved in the Helsinki Urban
Environment Hub project as a subcontractor to the developer
Skanska. TK-Team participated in design meetings with the
architect and Skanska. After the construction of the
simulation space, the final product range and implementation
method were agreed.
Harila says that good dialogue ensures that the customer
gets exactly what they want. TK-Team offers consulting to
architects and is always happy to listen to their ideas. Inhouse 3D imaging is also available as a tool for architects.

Hush Acoustic panel and Sky
WriteScreen, combination of
acoustic panel and projection surface.
Measurements of the wall
4550 x 1990 mm.

Hush Acoustic panel and Sky
WriteScreen, combination of
acoustic panel and projection surface.
Measurements of the wall
5960 x 1990 mm.

Hush Acoustic panel and Sky
WriteScreen, combination of
acoustic panel and projection surface.
Measurements of the wall
5810 x 1990 mm.

We always remain open minded: “we listen closely to our
customers. For example, we like to hear from teachers,
what kind of solutions is needed in schools,“ says Harila.

“One interesting Finnish domestic project was the
Mansikkala wooden life cycle school; “where we delivered
Hush Ecophon Acoustic Panels and the “Phenomenon
Wall” designed by the architect and TK-Team's product
designer. The teaching environment is an area that we
know well and where we will continue to operate in the
future,“ says Harila.
With its mobile product range, TK-Team responds well
to changes in the work environment. “When workspaces
change, we take that into account in product design.
Products need to stay up to date and meet the changing
needs of our customers,” Harila continues.

Dependable service for companies, schools and top
universities
TK-Team's core values are sustainability, quality and
responsibility. Their quality products are robust and
timeless in design. TK-Team's values are also expected
from their third-party production and logistics companies.
Our products are designed so that their production,
storage and delivery are environmentally friendly. In
production, we strive to fully utilize all materials. When
operating in Europe, we also make our products easily
and ecologically accessible to our customers,” says
Harila.
TK-Team has had its own factory in Estonia since
1998, and the Estonian sales office exports products to
the Baltic countries, Sweden and Russia. One of our key
markets is the UK, where the company has had a
subsidiary since 2007. There, TK-Team is a prominent
player in teaching environments where the company’s
products are used in many environments, including top
universities such as Cambridge and King’s College.

You design –we make it happen
Taulukeskus TK-Team Oy Ab
Maorlantie 3, Halikko, Finland
sales@tk-team.com
www.tk-team.fi

